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T

H

he world has changed. It’s changed fast and caught us all

ow you organize your company, or your team, matters.

by surprise: we were not expecting it or looking for it. It

As much as how you put your child to sleep or wake her

just happened. What’s “normal” changes day by day, inex-

up, how you choose and prepare your food, how you

orably.

WHAT’S UP
S

D

ince COVID jumped into our lives, we have moved
everything digital. Jobs, events, family and friends reun-

deal with the garbage you produce, and pretty much

All our resources have gone up in smoke. Traveling, rest, holidays,

everything else you do in the world. Each and all of these things has a

getting together; it all used to be so easy. Today, each and every one of

complex impact around you at many levels, and they all emerge from

these activities is something new we have to learn. If unpredictability

the relationship between how you see yourself and the world.

were already staring us in the face in many areas, it’s now burst right
before us like a soap bubble.

The ado that has been growing in the last years about better ways

Every day, I ask myself: how am I going to live now? There is likely no

of organizing carries a lot of value, and at the same time is highly

answer. It’s not like there used to be before, but we lived as if there

polluted by an old worldview, one that has been developing for centu-

were. There are many possibilities, and probably none of them are real.

ries in the Western world, around ego, competition, reductionism and

What can I do now to “get my life back”, to go on living the way I like,

an understanding of life based on separation. So, instead of boxes in

to keep on with the life I had that is now in shambles?

an org-chart now I see many circular and oval shapes, I hear fairly

uring the past few months, we have all been affected

new names for structures like circles, guilds or micro-enterprises,

by the measures put in place in response to Covid-19.

Almost everything is a matter of how you look at it, of our approach to

at the side of team, division, matrix and all the already well known

As I was reorganizing my professional life, I spent a

the “problem”, of our attitude, and only one idea comes to my mind:

ones. Still the focus is too often on the superficial level of structure.

lot of time observing how my teenage daughter was

Going back. To the why, to the principles that resonate inside me, to

adapting to the lockdown and to the new dynamics that had a

understanding my values, to taking another look at what my then-un-

Life generates structure as an emergent expression of deep dynamics,

is it wasn’t “Zoom” that saved my mental health, it was keeping

huge impact on her education and her relationships. I was afraid

noticed routine and normality were, to getting to know myself again

and so do human systems. Pushing new fancy stuff onto your organ-

people close despite the physical distance.

she could not finish her school program and I was also worried

with other tools, to taking another look at myself but with different

ization will not change the outcomes if that is not emerging from

about how she would cope with being unable to spend time with

eyes. To going back to understanding myself as “us”, to again under-

your system itself, through the ripening of a different world-view.

her friends.

standing myself in a relationship, a relationship that we need to be

People will just find a way to keep holding on to their natural expres-

truer, more human, more aware, more real. One where I take care of

sion within the new descriptions. On the other hand, when this deep

ions. And even if we are sick of this digital isolation, we
recognise that this approach was so important given the

moment we were (are) living. I totally agree, but what I discovered

In early March everybody experienced stress and anxiety, but
every single person reacted in a different way. Denial, cooking and
eating, enjoying the time with close family members. I reacted by

Despite all my fears, one of the things that struck me the most was

myself in order to care for others and for nature and for the world,

epistemological shift happens and naturally produces different fruits

doing doing doing! I moved all the workshops I had in my agenda

the strength of her friendships, even though she was only able to

because without them, I’m nothing, I don’t exist.

in how you work, then yes - how you organize really matters. It now

to remote, also those I said were impossible to transform into the

“see” her friends online. I realised how deep a relationship can be

digital version, and it worked. This allowed me to continue doing

(at an age where sociability is crucial) even if maintained exclu-

Perhaps in addition to the tragedy of the lives

what I love and what is also valuable for others. This approach moved

sively through digital devices. My daughter and her friends proved

that have been lost, we might also learn about

Let’s make a vital point, then. The rise of a better

my energies from COVID worries to blossoming creation.

to be extremely resilient and able to adapt to change, by finding

ourselves, our relationships, about the essence

society is not about organizing. It is about being

new ways of sharing interests and moments in their life.
Listening to stories and points of view, feeling gratitude, being part

actualizes your new evolutionary power into the broader world.

IÑAKI
PEREZ

of eyes that speak to us and the importance of

STELIO
VERZERA

what is profound, of what is authentic, rather

in the world with deep care and humility. It is
about learning to listen and to see in resonance

of something bigger, experimenting habits, discovering new poten-

On the other hand, school was the aspect of her life that suffered

than everything we’d built on top of it.

with life. Thus, to act. Better organizing is just

tial boosts, realigning identity and daily choices, helped me not to

the most. Regardless of the different level of expertise of her

Perhaps the collateral good side of all of this,

one of the needed consequences.

take refuge in myself.

teachers in the use of digital platforms, what my daughter’s expe-

if there is one, might be this opportunity to be

rience showed me is that the Italian school system was caught

human?

What I learned and I think it’s always true is that the human factor

completely unprepared (both in terms of knowledge and infra-

is fundamental to keeping our heart and mind awake, to keeping us

structures) and incapable of putting in place a widespread, educa-

on what is really important. Whatever happens, we must not isolate

tional and social use of technology. Covid-19 forced our school

ourselves, indeed it is precisely in the darkest moments that we need

system to react quickly and find temporary solutions, but I think

to remain united.

that this emergency could be a great opportunity for us to rethink

WORK HARD. PLAY HARDER
SOME OF OUR HIGHLIGHTS FOR THE FIRST HALF OF 2020

the use of technology in schools.
Thinking about work, knowing that we are strictly connected to
others and that in some way what we do always has an impact, makes

Modern technology should not simply allow us to attend a class

a big difference. If we lose this awareness, we

remotely using a computer, it should also be a

lose perspective, the link with Nature and the

useful tool to assist teachers and students in

inner essence, the deeper meaning and value.

their journey, to help them familiarise them-

Just as a seed knows perfectly how to grow

selves with the use of services and platforms

CLAUDIA
PELLICORI

GUIDO
MARTINI

and flower, humans have a similar capacity,
but they will lose it if they lose contact and
exchange with their ecosystem.

in a conscious and active way, thus contributing to the education of a society that is
aware of the value and potential of accessible,
sustainable and inclusive technology.
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COCOON LABS

5 ACTIVE LABS
33 PEOPLE INVOLVED
3 COUNTRIES INVOLVED
TALKING ABOUT US
RENA SUMMER
SCHOOL

CREATION SPACES

1 OHANA MEETUP
9 LSP HUB REMOTE MEETUPS

CP OPEN GOVERNANCE

10 NEW CONTRIBUTORS
20 PEOPLE SHIFTS
5 COUNTRIES INVOLVED

AL LAVORO SICILIA 2020
INNOVATION SPEECH

LOVE MADE VISIBLE
TED X CAPO PELORO
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COCOON PRO

We are glad to share the pages of this number of
Cocooners with Juego Serio, one of the most relevant
references in the world in the field of Serious Games
with which we share the pleasure of bringing playful
experiences to people and organizations.

WEB
HIGHLIGHTS

SERIOUS GAMES

AS A STRATEGY TO CREATE
A MORE HUMAN COLLECTIVE

INTELLIGENCE
AN ARTICLE BY LUCIO MARGULIS FROM

The Ecosight framework:
thriving by the LIFE cycle
Why should the world of business let go of the egotistic
perspectives driven and perpetuated by the ideas of

Juegoserio.com

competition, strategy, conquest and dominance?

Serious Play gives the opportunity to experience

To play seriously is to make sure that everyone can

intelligences, imaginations and body parts. When

that you are playing, that you are allowed to make

a lot, to make mistakes and to learn. “Play is the

express what they think and feel about an issue or

you connect with emotion, you feel vulnerable and

mistakes and learn, like in the film Groundhog Day.

highest form of research” Einstein.

problem. No one judges, criticizes, or can impose

you generate empathy in others.
We play seriously to help people and organiza-

his opinion on others.
Playing is the same as trying without fear of making

Playing seriously extracts your essence and lets out

tions to strategize in real time, to define how to go

the best part of people, their humanity.

from point A to point B, to make better decisions

a mistake, it is learning by doing, exploring, it is

When we play, we enter more quickly in Flow, in

having fun with others, it is allowing yourself to be

the zone of the optimal experience, because we

someone else and finding yourself again, without

are faced with challenges whose level of diffi-

“I feel part of Cocoon’s family, as I met my soul

impact. To think about the future by playing what

fear of being judged.

culty challenges us but their execution does not

brother Stelio, twins from different mothers

could happen and preparing for what we want to

frustrate us.

separated at birth and reunited thanks to the

happen. And you…. are you mature enough to play

Serious Play, in 2013. That’s where the adventure

seriously?

after testing them by playing and analyzing their

framework with rules so that it is fair and so that

By playing we show ourselves as we are, without

of the lonely guys began... Because, an expert is a

everyone has the same opportunities. It is the

masks, because we connect with our emotions in

person who has made all the mistakes that can be

As a facilitator “I prefer to start fires than to fill

Finding a new presence in
your ecosystem: the CORE²
methodology for people
and organizations.

practice closest to democracy.

a different way. When we play we use our diverse

made in a narrow field.” N. Bohr. “And I think that

bottles”, A. Cornella. Because I prefer to challenge

A methodology for personal and professional integrated development

in part, what brought us together was repeated

with my questions and provoke with my actions,

through deep interaction with your ecosystem.

failure and not success. So Cocoon was born

to capture the participant’s attention and drive

out of a failure and Juego Serio™ out of several

it towards knowledge and deep understanding

failures.”

of their identity. For in real life, ”You will not

But playing seriously also implies giving a

be remembered for your resume, but for your
Playing seriously, like agility, is about failing

attitudes”, V. Kuppers, and for your operational

quickly in order to learn and doing better the

reputation, your concrete achievements.

next time. You do not know that repeated failure
will lead you to success at the end of the road...

It’s not who I am underneath, but what I do that

because as S. Jobs said, “You can’t connect the

defines me. Batman/Bruce Wayne

dots looking forward; you can only connect them

Barcelona, Otoño 2020 X-Course: Diseño de
organizaciones adaptativas
en la práctica. Organizando
en la complejidad y el cambio.

looking backwards. So you have to trust that the
dots will somehow connect in your future.”
This is what happens when you play seriously,
you do not know that there is a beginning and an
end, the path, depends on the decisions you make
during the process. You can make them without

www.cocoon-pro.com

fear of making a mistake, because you know

4
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OUR STORY IS YOUR STORY

FROM A SET OF ACTIVITIES TO A SYSTEMIC

SOME DATA

3
EVOLUTION

FACILITATORS

5

DAYS OF
WORKSHOP

14

PARTICIPANTS

4

DIFFERENT
TOUCHPOINTS

This is the story of a continuous oscillation between fragmentation and coalescence. A young and well performing

organization which felt the need to find new centers of gravity. It’s a story where many polarities - strategy and
operations, internal and external, people and tools - bring about a new step of evolution.

A

fter
participating

professional growth,
with the aim of

T

here were

future. Working

different topics

with people, we dive

O

ne main aspect

us was to provide

arose from

the minimum set

W

e started

First, we gave

iteration 1

them an approach

T

he work on the

gave them a new

key narratives

direction. It is, in

and the Priority

fact, in the way you

FINAL THOUGHTS

evolve how they

Mapping laid the

evolve your “sight”

This story reminds us of a simple truth:

that helped them

can organically

foundation to start

that the deepest

complexity

cultural traits. We

to see their own

participate in the key

closing the gap

evolution happens.

opposites. In fact, they are symbiotic

face by itself but also a

decided to shift the

organization

narratives in their

between the strategy

The work with this

and enable us to keep evolving.

information about

cause and consequence

focus from the entities

from different

ecosystems. Then, we

and the operations.

organization is still

happily started

the identity and

of two other key topics:

to the relationships,

perspectives, using

supported them to

It gave them the

in progress, and, as

level too. All this

with our usual

the trajectory of

unclear strategy-

and, in this way,

the lenses of unusual

find the key activities

opportunity to

it has started with

to join our Open

began as a non-linear

iteration 0, a first

the organization

making dynamics and

overcoming the

contexts, like

to work according

view why and how

a non-linear set of

Governance. He spent

path, which sounded

set of activities in

itself, preparing the

unbalanced people

fragmentation on all

happiness, family

to the relationships

the complexity

events, it has evolved

some months with

to us like a beautiful

which we usually

ground for the first

involvement. Thanks

levels.

or education. This

between them: a

became too high

with the same

us, sharing our Jam

starting point that

go in depth on what

operational step

to iteration 0, we

created the openness

system that we call

to be sustained,

spirit, staying open

and participating

just needed to find its

the organization

together.

had a clear picture of

needed to introduce

Priority Mapping.

and, above all, it

to the emergence

in our meetings,

center of gravity.

is in that precise

the system of forces

until he decided to

moment and what

in place and how to

experiment Nalu, our

it could be in the

organically evolve the

in the Organization

helping people in his

they were dealing

into the processes,

iteration 0: the high

of practices able

with a Warm Data

to visualize and

Design Masterclass

company improve

with. That’s why,

the culture and the

fragmentation of

to irradiate new

Lab, a methodology

with Paul Tolchinsky

their facilitation

even though they

relationships with

activities and energy.

competences and

and Stelio Verzera,

skills. The Nalu

had some preference

the ecosystem and

This was a problem to

one of the founders

experience gave them

on which challenge

we take a lot of

of a small but

the need to advance

to face first, they

excellent tech Italian

at the organizational

company decided

spin-off dedicated

A SYSTEM OF
FORCES

the first operational

of this turbulent

changes.

time and generating

main challenge for

ITERATION 0

are

together.

OPERATIONAL
CHANGES

EVOLVE YOUR SIGHT

NON LINEAR
PATH
6

simplicity

new opportunities

organization. The

to personal and

and
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Here’s to the system of value flows we work in. Our ecosystem. No initiative, tool,
competence, result can exist without roots in the liminal spaces between these
flows, between organizations, across narratives. Enjoy.

OHANA MEETUP
The 2020 Special Edition of the Ohana Meetup
has been a peculiar one. Due to Covid-19, we

NURTURING SHARED VALUE

decided to re-shape the OM to create the best

Welcoming C4: Entertainment in service
of a better future
The inextricable nature of the multiple crises
humanity is facing is confronting all of us with

possible conditions for a wider participation:
for the first time, the OM2020 was held fully
remotely - including the final party! - on 5th
and 6th of June.

We were curious and excited about the challenge
of

conveying

the

in-presence

The

enthusiastic

experience

ve is urgently needed, in all domains of human

response we received from almost 80 partici-

life simultaneously. When the challenge is so

pants from all over the world confirmed that

Pro, we have been doing our best to hold this
question during the last several months, lo-

online.

deep

the realization that a radical shift in perspecti-

daunting, where should we start? At Cocoon

also

same

it is possible. Even if remote, you can be fully
involved, share ideas and emotions and even cook, eat, attend a concert and celebrate together this

oking for actions that could support a major

new decade of transition, with passionate people evolving the world of work. We can’t wait for

adaptation in world-views, work dynamics

Ohana Meetup 2021 to continue this exciting journey together!

VISIT

Ohanameetup.party

and culture, and help to start raising the new.
This is how, in June 2020, Care4 - aka C4 - was
born. C4 is a platform where you can access
world-class content live, experience moments
of different worldviews, and interact with pe-

SPOT ON: HERE’S HOW IT FELT

ople who care about where the world is going.
The form could be webinars, courses, events

STUFF WE’VE LOVED READING!

or workshops, but the underlying thread is common: the intention is
to stream perspectives with deeper roots into the livelihood of being.

Finding a Way

The founding belief of this book is clear from

organizational potential, what would such

We are talking about the book “An Everyone

the first page, the dedication “For our children

a workplace look and feel like? Is anything

Culture: Becoming a Deliberately Develop-

and grandchildren, our nieces and nephews,

more valuable to a company than the way its

mental Organization” by Robert Kegan and

people spend their energies?

Lisa Lahey. Have a read, you’ll love it too.

The crises of the moment do not need further description here. Suffice to

C4 pursues this mission, merging the concept of personal and col-

and their children— in hopes the future is

say that the complexity of the overlapping crises of inequality, health, jus-

lective growth with that of entertainment and the whole experience is

filled with many more workplaces built for

tice, technology, ecology and culture are producing emergencies that the

crafted around the metaphor of the best TV series platforms. Far from

institutions of the last centuries cannot contend with. How will the next

being perceived as “work to be done”, the participation in C4 is meant

flourishing”.

The answers are strictly connected to enable

The main questions are clear: if a particular

organizations and people to reach their full

activities. This is so because we believe that in order to gain a place in

kind of workplace were the best means

potential.

people’s preferences, and nourish their hearts and minds, the making

of unleashing both human potential and

to offer the same flavour as the time spent in the most entertaining

decades play out amidst these crises?
Read the full article

FIND THE BOOK

An Everyone Culture
by Robert Kegan and Lisa Lahey

of a better future should be energizing and enriching, a pleasure to be
part of.

The foundations of exponential
impact

The enthusiastic response we received during the first eight weeks
launch encouraged us to continue in this direction and invest a lot of

FRESH STORIES FROM MOZAIC

energy into making it blossom. At the time of writing, C4’s first full

As we enter the first few weeks of what I’ve called the Launch Decade, it’s a

season is live, hosting 23 series in 3 languages. Content spans from the

good time to explore what we’ll need to launch ourselves into exponentially

design of distributed workshops to serious games over creative lea-

expanding opportunity for everyone. There’s a lot that will need to come

dership, social justice, identity and wam data, just to mention some of

together, but let me focus here on one...

the many transcontextual lenses available so far, for carefully evolving
our worldview together.

Read the full article

In fact, C4 was born to come together, coalescing to bring the seeds of
a better world into the mainstream. All the producers donate at least
50% of their effort to grant everybody the possibility to experience a

Leadership in Evolutionary Organisations: Who’s leading anyway?

wide diversity of series, by keeping very low prices. And all of C4 works

Emanuele Rapisarda

Elisa Conti

Emanuele Quintarelli

Change of Way, Change The run-up to the
of Sense
future of work

solution”, only to find out afterwards that the whole process was already

If you care and have content to share, this place is also for you, please

Living the Jam of
Cocoon Pro

shaped? Perhaps you have been in the lead of an initiative that needed to

reach out!

This year I brought an action cam with

“Ultimately, Communication is an

What is work for you? Is it the money to pay

me, trying to make you experience what

achievement more human than

bills? Is it a way to sleep sound and plan for

happens during a Cocoon Pro jam...

technological.” (Franciscus PP)

the future? Or is it a matter of...

under a world-improving purpose, not a profit generating one.

Have you ever been asked to participate in a meeting to “co-create a

create buy-in through some form of involvement theatre.

Start from our public telegram
channel @CocoonPro

Read the full article
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Read on Mozaic

Read on Mozaic
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Read on Mozaic
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The Cocoon Pro Labs are our own innovation engine.
New knowledge, mastery and even new value proposition elements are developed here.
They are open and voluntary structures, working by specific processes designed for
proactively generating market-driven and high-quality value proposition.
It’s in the CP Labs that entrepreneurs and professional game-changers can express their
best contribution in the co-creation of the next Cocoon Projects.

COOKING

IN OUR

LABS

Stay tuned for the publication of all
the active Labs and their work at
labs.cocoonprojects.com

Storycubes

Core2

As announced in our last Cocooners,

and platforms, we set up the envi-

After many months of hard work,

and raise clarifying questions

we were working on a training

ronment, redesigned some activi-

the Core2 Facilitation Training

or reflections about the topics

path on the tool and methodology

ties and executed the workshop. It

Path has finally begun.

covered.

in June.

was definitely challenging but we

Then we all know what happened

were satisfied with the result and

This 3-step training curriculum

In

with Covid and when we checked

glad to have used this challenging

(Practitioner-Facilitator-Master

board has been created to bring

that it was impossible to run the

period to go deep into the knowl-

Facilitator) is dedicated to those

together those wanting to learn

training as planned, we decided to

edge and evolution of this powerful

wanting to learn facilitating this

how to facilitate the Core2.

take advantage of the situation and

methodology.

tool and helping other profes-

this way, people involved can

sionals on their evolution path.

chart their growth path and the

to focus even more on our knowl-

a

public

Trello

In

goals achieved.

edge of the tool, evolving the design

Now we are planning to carry on

for running a remote workshop.

with the in-person training but

At the moment, 7 people have

also adapt the rest of it to be run

started

remotely.

Master Facilitator. Each session

Leveraging on the work developed

addition,

their

pairing

with

a

of work is followed by a debrief to

in the past years with remote tools

understand what has happened

LSP

Organisation Design

Doing LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY®

any other, has allowed people

We started 2020 organising our

remotely?

from

second

Unthinkable

a

few

different

countries

to

Organizational

Design

months ago, an opportunity to

explore complex themes using

Practicum with Paul Tochinsky,

This gave us the idea of proposing

explore opens up during the

bricks. Many people have partici-

but life turned out to be unpre-

a couple of online meetups, instead

pandemic.

pated over the summer and many

dictable and everything had to be

of organizing our usual in-person

We organised the first LSP work-

more are signing up for the series

put on hold as the Covid19 situ-

meetup, about very current topics

shop in the LSP Hub inspired by

launching on C4.

ation was fast spreading in Italy.

such as “Reorganizing to recover”

an idea of Lucio Margulis. Fasci-

10

works and discover it together.

and

nated by the remote potential of

We

the method, we have not stopped

exploring this world!

“Organizational

adaptive-

At the same time, many oppor-

ness” to enable people who usually

tunities for learning and sharing

do not have the occasion to meet

searching for tools, facilitation

arise from the remote dimension:

us, to join the conversation and

and design expedients, dynamics

we had a digital session about

share their experiences.

and contents that could help

“Sociocracy” where a couple of us

people

shared with our governance what

use

the

methodology

can’t

wait

to

continue

remotely.

they have learned and we used the

The care4.live platform has been

occasion to run a quick test of this

the virtual space that, more than

governance system, to see how it

More in the coming months!

11

Do you want to know more about
this topic? Get in touch!
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JAM NEWS
A Cocoon Pro Jam happens twice per year, at the beginning of each half. It is the most important CP governance event,
open to all members and contributors and lasting two or three days. During the CP Jam we cocreate our direction for the next
6 months. Here below you can have a peek at our last Jam.

#CPJAM

HIGHLIGHTS

@InakiPerez

For a fully distributed company like ours, the Jam is a vital
inbreath of energy that comes from sharing the same space
and hard fun. In this unprecedented year, we decided to
make the best of both in presence and remote collaboration
and gave this Summer Jam a very special vibe, indeed. A
small group converged in Sicily while a larger one joined
remotely during 4 rich remote sessions. Guided by the dual
focus “People” and “Actions”, we weaved together stories
of fear, freedom and growth, retrospectives, cooking and
qigong practice, insights and priority maps turned into
concrete commitments. This is the lively ground that will
nourish our life at Cocoon Pro in the months to come.

Ya de vuelta, aún trabajando unos días más fuera, esta vez en
Barna antes de volver a casa. Amazing experience, with amazing
people live and in remote. #resonantgrowth #CPJam

@pellicors
Finally the #CPjam. Of course it was different from all the others,
but it was beautiful. Staying in an amazing location all together is
priceless. And discovering again and again how much we missed
working together. #gratitude #2020h2 #cocooner #ohana

@ShiverTweet
Being here with all of ourselves, this year, feels like home more

MY FIRST JAM

than ever. A new dance has just begun @CocoonPro. A whole new
adventure. Aloha Ohana. #CPjam #2020H2

“

The main value of the Jam for me was to see different human
flows in interaction and ways of working. For newbies like
me, it opened an interesting window to observe the fluid
manner in which activities flowed and to see how friendly
and connecting the experience was since the beginning.

#Connected

#Fluid

#Organic

@emagorse
I hope everyone can at least once in a lifetime have the feeling to not be
able to even imagine a place more aligned with your soul and the way

”

you deeply believe we all should care about the present, honoring the
past and look at the future. That’s how I feel in #CPjam #2020h2

@connuevosaires
And I am / we are here, playing and listening to music, enjoying,

Ash Mukherjee

savoring, appreciating, nurturing, loving with this incredible jazz band
and, during some moments, looking for the harmony that allows us to
resonate and give the best to the world. #CPJam #2020h2

“

I was amazed by the joy, engagement and effectiveness of
cocooners working together even from remote. The Jam for
me is a priceless place for unleashing people’s energy, for
inspiring and connecting people with the very clear purpose
of co-creating the future. And the most important part of
this has to do with the co-.

#Energy

”

#Cocreation

@hoxeheome
Every @CocoonPro #CPjam leaves precious gifts. #2020h2 was full of
considerations, visions, Qi Gong, people far away but very close, laughter,
listening, food prepared together, the stars, the lawn. Everything is
transforming into the energy that will nourish the next months.

#Purpose
@letiziapian

Roxana Mocanu

The stories we tell can create bonds that overcome differences and

@RocsMocanu

distance and weave the tissue of what we can become, together.
Another powerful #circleofstories at #cpjam #2020h2
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A WORD

ABOUT US
Cocoon Pro is a last-generation company

Cocoon Pro’s governance system itself, known

today’s most relevant work principles and

Cocoon Pro as the ideal partner for those organi-

both the very concept of work and its organ-

devoted to fostering real value creation in the

as LiquidO

techniques.

zations in search of sound experience within the

izational vehicles. We’re able to design and

world-wide work ecosystem. It’s been designed

of Lean Management and Open Collabora-

most core and relevant scopes of work evolution.

co-execute tailored evolutionary paths for our

to be effective, emergent, open and adap-

tion principles and has repeatedly collected

Cocoon Pro is thus directly involved in the edge

tive in the journey of generating and scal-

high interest from some of the most relevant

of international efforts for the development

We believe this is the time for establishing a

ing-up mastery. Her customers are organiza-

thought-leaders in the entrepreneurship and

of methodologies and tools enabling healthy

whole new culture in the management of

tions longing for deep evolution in order to stay

management innovation fields world-wide.

systemic evolution in organizations. These

today’s challenges for any organization.

relevant, resilient and resonant.

Most importantly, it enables an all-in adap-

ongoing flows of learning, together with intense

We foster the birth of a world of work based on

tive organizational setup allowing Cocoon Pro

and continuous field operations at the side of

ecosystemic awareness and practices, evolving

to practice first-hand and continuously evolve

national and international Customers, highlight

, is based on a cutting-edge set

OPENNESS

TM

Customers on the many interdependent scopes
of this scenario.
Our goal is to make this change really happen.

In the evolution of work across

Imagine the space of evolution

the three dimensions

in these three dimensions.

of leanness, inclusiveness

A value of zero on all of

and openness, we can

the three axes would fit

provide services

for a company from

in these 9 different areas.

the Fifties of the last
century.
Where is your organisation today?
Where should it
be tomorrow?
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MEET LIQUIDO

™

What is LiquidO™

2. Better and faster information processing.

You might have heard of a new breed of organisational models, responding

tences evolution. Too many info to process in order to succeed. Moreover,

to the fast growing adaptability, engagement and collaboration needs

on the other hand, the distance between where and how in the organi-

within modern company structures. Or you might have simply experienced

zation strategies are created, and where and how they have to be executed

the sound problems of slowness, rigidity, bureaucracy, disengagement

too often creates waste, lack of effectiveness or even complete failure.

along with various kinds of waste and bottlenecks that “traditional”

Non-peer evaluation, silos and recruiting inefficiency are additional

organisational models generate and suffer nowadays.

heavy side-defects of an organizational design philosophy based on the

This is what LiquidOTM is all about: the original “liquid organisation”

two illusions of control and predictability, and therefore actualized with

model for governance, born from direct experience within Cocoon Pro and

structural divisions between thinking and doing.

in use in a growing number of for profit and not-for-profit organisations

LiquidO™ is a viable and operational way to let all the brilliant people in

willing to get liquid.

the company effectively emerge. Anybody can join each wave, surf it and

Liquefying an organization means disrupting the industrial-age driven

enrich it, so to say. And leveraging different viewpoints, backgrounds and

assumptions on which rigid structures are designed and move on to make

competences today is definitely critical to succeed in taking better and

it adaptive, dynamic and anti-fragile. Based on lean management and

faster decisions.

Hierarchies are a sound bottleneck both for decision making and compe-

open collaboration principles, the LiquidOTM model is fluid,
meritocratic and value-driven, enabling stigmergic

3. Engagement and spontaneous leadership.

behaviour and “organic” effectiveness.

People are key in this picture. In fact, within
LiquidO™ everyone can decide whether to

Why you would
want it in your
organisation
Rigidly structured organiza-

join a process or not, try, and consequently determine her level by fast
feedback loops from frequent and
specific peer-reviews driven by

COLLABORATIVE
WORKING BOARD

the actual delivered value.

CONTRIBUTION
ACCOUNTING

Besides a natural engagement
due to continuous feedback

tions cannot cope with the

and consequently improving

current pace of innovation

results, within this scenario

and

let

it’s really difficult to deny

alone exploit it. We need a

emerging problems. Within

completely different mindset

the old way of thinking the

its

complexity,

and consequently new models.
And we need them to be simple
and people-centric.
This

is

exactly

why

organizations

REPUTATION
TRACKING

COLLABORATIVE
DECISIONMAKING

very

often

conflicts, work overload, sense
of impotence, lack of decision

LiquidO™

power,

was born.

absence

of

endorsement,

unfair treatment and misalignments
are among the real causes of failures.
There is much more that can be done today, if

1. Real-time adaptability.
The industrial age organisational approach, where

only we let go of control, predictability and rigidity.

each area is defined as a restricted group of activities coherent

LiquidO™ moves structures, processes and the organization

to one another, has its biggest limitations in the risk to fall in fragmented,

itself away from the center, where it is assumed that people have to adapt

sealed administration and culture. As the company grows, so grows

to them, instead shifting the focus on people and truly empowering them

the complex ramification, branching and costs of these models. Lack of

to dynamically find their maximum value creation spot within the organ-

communication, heavy bureaucracy, disastrous efficiency.

ization, expressing leadership effectively and without fear, naturally

The completely different perspective realized by LiquidO™, in fact relying

growing and being rewarded for this.

on people and competences without fixed roles, provides an integrated

				

and adaptive business management scenario shifted to a systemic

Read the whole LiquidO™ whitepaper. It is available in

approach, pragmatically meritocratic and inherently capable of real time

Creative Commons at liquidorganisation.info

adaptability to any context. It’s just like water, some would say.
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